WASHINGTON COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT

Student achievement can
be improved by improving
standards-based
instruction
Standards-based
instruction can be
improved by improving
teacher effectiveness

Teacher effectiveness can
be improved by achieving
the following goals:

Restructure and re-culture
schools to function as
“Professional Learning
Communities”.
Provide ongoing, job-embedded,
on-site, professional
development that encourages
effective teaching for classroom
teachers and administrators.
Emphasize instruction based on
standards and best practices
(research-based).
Encourage frequent and ongoing
assessment, including analysis
of student work leading to databased decision-making for
teachers and administrators.

Identify “Effective Teachers”
Recruit and Hire “Effective Teachers”
Evaluate Teachers Effectively
Retain “Effective Teachers”
Motivate and Train “Effective Teachers”

Restructure school time to
provide for collaboration and
professional development for
teachers and administrators in a
manner that maximizes the
effectiveness of instructional
time.

WASHINGTON COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT
KEY COMPONENTS OF EDUCATION AND HOW THEY WORK TOGETHER
THE EDUCATED
INDIVIDUAL
SCHOOL and CLASSROOM
♦Instruction
>Research-Based “Best Practices”
>Standards-Based
>Differentiated
>Remediation
>Enrichment
♦Assessment
>Ongoing
>Standards Based
>Gain scores
>Informs Instruction

♦Beyond competency to
proficiency
♦Proficiency in basic skills
and entire core curriculum
♦Performance at sufficient
level on standards-based
exams

THE TEACHER
♦Effective Teachers
>Implement effective
instruction based on
assessment.
>Motivated by student
achievement
>Participate in ongoing
job-embedded, site-based
professional development.
>Collaborate with others

♦Appropriate Class Size

THE STUDENT
♦All students come with
varying levels of ability

LOCAL ADMINISTRATION
♦Effective administrators support
effective teachers when they:
>Recruit
>Hire
>Evaluate
>Motivate
>Train
>Retain

♦All students will be accepted
♦All students can learn
♦Students should be
responsible for their own
learning

♦Participate in ongoing
job-embedded professional
development
♦Collaborate with others
♦Encourage collaboration
♦Focus on the ‘MISSION’

LEGISLATURE
LOCAL SCHOOL BOARD
and
USOE SUPPORT
♦Define the task
♦Allow local autonomy
in completing the task
♦Fund programs that
support student achievement
♦Ensure there is adequate
financial support in order
to attract and retain effective
educators

PARENT and HOME
EXPECTATIONS
♦The parent is the first and most
important teacher
♦Parents should create an
environment where learning can
occur:
>Read with children.
>Provide enriching
experiences.
>Teach children to accept
responsibility for their own
learning.
♦Students should be responsible for
their own learning.
♦Families should participate in school
support programs such as:
>Parenting courses
>Family Literacy
>PTSA
>Family Resource Center
>School Community Council

